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Abstract
The family of A
(1)
2 models on the square lattice includes a dilute loop model, a 15-vertex model and,
at roots of unity, a family of RSOS models. The fused transfer matrices of the general loop and vertex
models are shown to satisfy sℓ(3)-type fusion hierarchies. We use these to derive explicit T - and Y -
systems of functional equations. At roots of unity, we further derive closure identities for the functional
relations and show that the universal Y -system closes finitely. The A
(1)
2 RSOS models are shown to
satisfy the same functional and closure identities but with finite truncation.
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1 Introduction
Yang-Baxter equations (YBEs) and exactly solvable lattice models [1] lie at the core of many
developments in two-dimensional classical and one-dimensional quantum physics. It is well known [2,3]
that Lie algebras may be used to classify solutions of the YBEs. The simplest and most studied models
are based on sℓ(2) or A
(1)
1 . The representations can be of various types, naturally associated with
the vertex [4, 5], Restricted-Solid-on-Solid (RSOS) [6–9] and loop [10–12] models. In fact, there are
mappings [13,14] relating the different types of representations. The loop models at roots of unity [15]
have seen a recent resurgence of interest due to their relation to logarithmic Conformal Field Theory
(CFT) [16].
Moving beyond sℓ(2), there is an extensive literature on models with sℓ(3) symmetry. The
following list of works on the various A
(1)
2 and A
(2)
2 models is therefore not meant to be exhaustive.
For example, A
(1)
2 vertex models have been considered in [17–24] and A
(2)
2 vertex models in [25, 26].
Similarly, A
(1)
2 RSOS models have been studied in [27–29] and A
(2)
2 RSOS models in [9,30–32]. Finally,
the A
(1)
2 loop models were studied in [13, 33, 34] and the A
(2)
2 loop models in [12, 35, 36]. The vertex
and loop models admit general values for the crossing parameter λ whereas, for RSOS models, λ is
restricted to rational multiples of π.
In this paper, we focus on the critical A
(1)
2 models with q = e
iλ a root of unity. In the case of vertex
and loop models, we are thus considering a countable dense set of points on the continuous critical
line. The critical A
(1)
2 loop model is defined in [13]. The vertex weights of the associated Uq(ŝl(3))
15-vertex model are given in [3] and the face weights of the associated RSOS models are given in [27].
The continuum scaling limit of the A
(1)
2 models is described [37] by a W3 conformal field theory.
A standard method to obtain the spectra of lattice models and their associated CFTs is first to
establish functional equations on the lattice in the form of fusion hierarchies, T -systems and Y -systems.
Fusion hierarchies were first obtained in 1989 by Bazhanov and Reshetikhin [38] in the context of the
sℓ(2) RSOS models. The Y -system and associated Thermodynamic Bethe Ansatz (TBA) equations for
the ground state of sℓ(2) scattering theories were extensively studied in 1991 by Zamolodchikov [39,40].
A systematic derivation of the T - and Y -systems for all excitations in the context of sℓ(2) RSOS models
was obtained in 1992 by Klu¨mper and Pearce [41]. Generalizations of T - and Y -systems to higher-rank
models, including models with sℓ(3) symmetry, are considered in [42,43,29,44]. The T - and Y -systems
for the sℓ(2) logarithmic minimal loop models were obtained in [45].
Once the lattice functional equations are obtained, a primary goal is to solve the equations in
the continuum scaling limit. Following [41], this can be achieved by converting the universal Y -
system into non-linear integral equations in the form of TBA equations and obtaining the finite-size
corrections using techniques involving dilogarithms. This program has been carried to completion
for the Ising model, tricritical Ising model, hard hexagons (or Z3 parafermions) and the Yang-Lee
model [46, 47, 41, 48, 49]. More recently, in the context of loop models, the program has also been
completed for critical dense polymers [50–53] and critical bond percolation on the square lattice [54].
In this paper, we derive the fusion hierarchy and T - and Y -systems for the A
(1)
2 loop and vertex
models on the cylinder. The construction is based on identities in the planar dilute Temperley-Lieb
algebra similar to those given by Kuperberg [55] for the sℓ(3) spider. The transfer tangles Tm,n(u)
of the A
(1)
2 models are labelled by pairs (m,n) of integers associated to nodes of the su(3) weight
lattice, see Figure 1. For the general A
(1)
2 loop and vertex models, the resulting Y -systems are infinite.
For generic values of q the Y -systems do not close but, for roots of unity, they close finitely and we
find the closure relations explicitly. Notably, the ensuing form of the closed Y -system is considerably
more complicated than the D-type Dynkin diagram structure familiar from the sℓ(2) models [56, 54],
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Figure 1: The infinite (dominant integral) sℓ(3) weight lattice. The heights at the nodes are labelled
by Young diagrams.
thus revealing a rich underlying sℓ(3) structure. The precise form of these closed equations strongly
resembles those of the related so-called complex su(3) Toda theory [24]. In strong contrast, for the A
(1)
2
RSOS models, the known Y -systems [29] truncate at a finite level. The actual solution of the universal
A
(1)
2 Y -systems in the various representations is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the A
(1)
2 models in the language
of diagrammatic algebras and present the representations relevant in the loop and vertex models.
The diagrammatic calculus is developed further in Section 3 to include local relations, Wenzl-Jones
projectors, fused face operators and braid limits. The fused transfer tangles, fusion hierarchies, T -
systems and Y -systems are presented in Section 4, along with the closure relations. The details of
the proofs are relegated to Appendices A and B. In Section 5, we conclude with some remarks and a
discussion of related open problems. In Appendix C, we review the definition of the A
(1)
2 RSOS model
and argue that the functional relations obtained in Section 4 also hold for this model.
2 A
(1)
2 models and diagrammatic algebras
2.1 The A
(1)
2 loop model
The A
(1)
2 loop model is a face model on the square lattice, where each face takes on one of seven
possible local configurations. The corresponding face weights are encoded in the elementary face
operator, defined as a linear combination of seven possible tiles by
u = s1(−u)
(
+
)
+t +
1
t
+s0(u)
(
+ +
)
(2.1)
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Figure 2: A configuration of the loop model on the 12 × 12 torus. Enumerating the rows from the
bottom, the tiles making up the odd rows come from the face operator (1, 0), while the ones making
up the even rows come from the face operator (0, 1).
where
sk(u) =
sin(kλ+ u)
sinλ
. (2.2)
Here, u is the spectral parameter, the crossing parameter λ parameterises the fugacity β of the
contractible loops as
β = 2cos λ = q + q−1, q = eiλ, (2.3)
and t is a gauge parameter. Since the face operator fails to be crossing symmetric,
u 6= λ− u , (2.4)
it is customary to work with two elementary face operators. These operators are assigned the Dynkin
labels (1, 0) and (0, 1) of the two fundamental sℓ(3) representations:
(1, 0)
u = u ,
(0, 1)
u = λ− u . (2.5)
We study the model on the M × N torus. A configuration of the loop model is a choice of a
face configuration for each of the MN faces. An example is given in Figure 2. Nodes that are not
visited by a loop segment are said to be vacant; they are occasionally indicated by small black discs in
the diagrams below. In the statistical model, the vacancies have weight 1. In addition to contractible
loops, non-contractible loops may appear and are assigned the loop fugacity α. The weight Wσ of a
configuration σ and the partition function Z are then given by
Wσ = α
nαβnβ
∏
f
wf , Z =
∑
σ
Wσ, (2.6)
where nα and nβ are the number of non-contractible and contractible loops, respectively, wf are the
local face weights appearing in (2.1), and
∏
f is a product over the MN faces.
Our calculations in later sections distinguish between values of q that are roots of unity and those
that are not. The roots of unity values are parameterised as q = eiλ as in (2.3), with
λ = λp,p′ =
π(p′ − p)
p′
, p, p′ ∈ N, 1 6 p < p′, gcd(p, p′) = 1. (2.7)
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2.2 Diagrammatic algebras
The diagrammatic algebra that we use to describe the A
(1)
2 models is a subalgebra, pAN (α, β), of the
periodic dilute Temperley-Lieb algebra pdTLN (α, β), as outlined in the following.
First, pdTLN (α, β) is an algebra of connectivity diagrams drawn inside a rectangle with periodic
boundary conditions in the horizontal direction. The rectangle has N nodes on the top edge and N
nodes on the bottom edge. Every node is either connected to another node by a loop segment or
left vacant, in such a way that the loop segments are non-intersecting. Because of the periodicity of
the rectangle, the loop segments can travel via the back of the cylinder. Here are two examples of
connectivities in pdTL6(α, β):
, . (2.8)
The product c1c2 of two connectivity diagrams in pdTLN (α, β) is defined by juxtaposition: One places
c2 atop c1, reads the connectivity diagram between the top and bottom edges of the ensuing rectangle,
and replaces each contractible or non-contractible loop by a scalar factor of the corresponding fugacity,
β and α, respectively. Moreover, if a loop segment connects to a vacant site, c1c2 is set to zero. Here
are three examples to illustrate:
= β , (2.9a)
= 0 , (2.9b)
= α . (2.9c)
As can be seen in Figure 2, the number of vacancies on horizontal cuts of the torus is conserved in
the A
(1)
2 loop model. Likewise, the face operator (2.1), seen as a connectivity diagram acting from NE
to SW, preserves the number of vacancies. We denote by pdTLN,v(α, β) the subalgebra of pdTLN (α, β)
obtained by restricting to connectivity diagrams where both the top and bottom edges of the rectangle
have exactly v vacancies. The algebra pdTLN,0(α, β) then corresponds to the usual periodic Temperley-
Lieb algebra. The algebra pAN (α, β) is defined as the direct sum of these subalgebras:
pAN (α, β) =
N⊕
v=0
pdTLN,v(α, β). (2.10)
As an example, in (2.8), only the second connectivity is an element of pA6(α, β).
While this paper focuses on lattice models with periodic boundary conditions, diagrammatic
algebras similar to the ones in this section can also be defined for the A
(1)
2 lattice models defined on the
geometry of the strip. In this case, one considers the (ordinary) dilute Temperley-Lieb algebra dTLN (β).
This algebra is generated by connectivity diagrams on the rectangle where loop segments connect nodes
of the rectangle pairwise, but without the possibility of travelling via the back of the cylinder. The
6
subalgebras dTLN,v(β) are obtained by restricting to connectivities with exactly v preserved vacancies.
The algebra relevant for the A
(1)
2 lattice models on the strip, AN (β), is then defined as
AN (β) =
N⊕
v=0
dTLN,v(β). (2.11)
It is a subalgebra of pAN (α, β). The algebra AN (β) is useful to us in the context of periodic boundary
conditions. Indeed, in proving that a given set of matrices ρ(a) for a ∈ pAN (α, β) realise a representation
of pAN (α, β), a first step is to check that ρ is a representation of AN(β).
2.3 Standard modules
The standard modules WN,d,v are defined in terms of planar link states. Such a link state is a diagram
drawn above a horizontal line segment with N nodes, where every node is linked to another node by
a loop segment, left vacant, or attached to a defect, in such a way that the loop segments are non-
intersecting. Here, a defect is a vertical loop segment that ties a node to the point at infinity above
and cannot be overarched. A given link state w is characterised by the numbers d, v and a of defects,
vacancies and arcs it contains. By construction, these numbers are related by
N = d+ v + 2a. (2.12)
The module WN,d,v is defined on the vector space generated by link states with N nodes, d defects and
v vacancies. Link-state bases for the standard modules for N = 3 are given by
W3,3,0 : W3,1,0 :
W3,2,1 : W3,0,3 :
W3,1,2 : W3,0,1 :
.
(2.13)
The standard modules have dimension
dimWN,d,v =
(
N
v
)(
N − v
a
)
. (2.14)
The action of pAN (α, β) on WN,d,v is defined as follows. For a connectivity c and a link state
w, we compute cw by placing w above c. The result of this multiplication is either zero or the scalar
multiple of a link state. If a loop segment connects to a vacancy, cw is set to zero. Otherwise, one reads
off the new link state w′ from the connectivity of the nodes on the bottom edge of the diagram cw.
If there are less than d defects, cw is set to zero. If there are exactly d defects, then cw equals w′ up
to a multiplicative factor. First, factors of β and α are respectively included for the contractible and
non-contractible loops appearing in the diagram. Second, if d > 0, a factor of ω, the twist parameter, is
included for each defect that passes through the back of the cylinder towards the left, whereas a factor
of ω−1 is included for each defect that passes through in the other direction. If no factors of α, β or ω
are to be included, then the overall factor is just 1. Here are two examples to illustrate:
= ω2 , = αβ . (2.15)
This action defines the standard representations of pAN (α, β).
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2.4 The A
(1)
2 vertex model
The vertex modules over pAN (α, β) are defined on the vector space (C
3)⊗N . We use the standard
notation
|↑〉 =

10
0

 , |0〉 =

01
0

 , |↓〉 =

00
1

 , (2.16)
for the canonical basis of C3. One obtains a representation of the (non-periodic) dilute Temperley-Lieb
algebra dTLN(β) on (C
3)⊗N , and therefore of AN (β), by imposing the following local rules:
i j
−→ q1/2〈↑i↓j |+ q
−1/2〈↓i↑j | ,
i
j
−→ |↑i〉〈↑j |+ |↓i〉〈↓j | , (2.17a)
i j
−→ q1/2|↑i↓j〉+ q
−1/2|↓i↑j〉 ,
i
−→ |0i〉 ,
i
−→ 〈0i| , (2.17b)
where the labels i and j, as in |↑i↓j〉, indicate the i-th and j-th copy in (C
3)⊗N . For N = 2, applying
this map to each of the seven diagrams in (2.1), one obtains the following form for Rˇ(u) = u
∣∣
(C3)⊗2
:
Rˇ(u) =


s1(−u) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 t 0 s0(u) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 eiu 0 0 0 s0(u) 0 0
0 s0(u) 0 t
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 s1(−u) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 t−1 0 s0(u) 0
0 0 s0(u) 0 0 0 e
−iu 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 s0(u) 0 t 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 s1(−u)


. (2.18)
This is the Rˇ(u) matrix of the Uq(ŝl(3))-invariant 15-vertex model. It indeed satisfies the Yang-Baxter
equation:
Rˇ12(u)Rˇ23(u+ v)Rˇ12(v) = Rˇ23(v)Rˇ12(u+ v)Rˇ23(u). (2.19)
The map defined above is extended to pdTLN,v(α, β) (and simultaneously to pAN (α, β)) by
including extra prescriptions for diagrams where some loop segments connect via the back of the
cylinder. These involve an extra parameter, the twist angle φ:
i j
−→ e−iφq1/2〈↓i↑j |+ e
iφq−1/2〈↑i↓j | ,
i
j
−→ e−iφ|↑i〉〈↑j |+ e
iφ|↓i〉〈↓j | , (2.20a)
i j
−→ eiφq1/2|↓i↑j〉+ e
−iφq−1/2|↑i↓j〉 ,
i
j
−→ eiφ|↑j〉〈↑i|+ e
−iφ|↓j〉〈↓i| . (2.20b)
The fugacity of the non-contractible loops is then parameterised as α = 2cosφ.
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3 Diagrammatic calculus
In this section, we develop the diagrammatic calculus that allows us to derive the functional relations
satisfied by the transfer tangles presented in Section 4. From here onwards, we set the gauge parameter
to t = 1.1
3.1 Local relations
The face operator satisfies a number of local relations. First, at u = 0, the face operator is proportional
to the identity:
u = 0 = + + + = (3.1)
where the dashed line is an identity strand, corresponding to the sum
= + . (3.2)
In the absence of crossing symmetry, there are two inequivalent Yang-Baxter equations:
u
v
u− v =
v
u
u− v
u
v
3λ− u− v =
v
u
3λ− u− v (3.3)
and likewise two local inversion identities:
u −u = s1(u)s1(−u) u 3λ− u = s0(u)s3(−u) .
(3.4)
For u = λ, the face operator factorises into a product of two triangular face operators:
λ = + + + + = (3.5)
where
= + + . (3.6)
We also have the following push-through properties:
u
3λ− u
= s0(u)s3(−u) ,
u
−u
= s1(u)s1(−u) , (3.7a)
1Because of (3.24), the calculations below are easily generalised to all values of t ∈ C∗. In particular, the functional
equations of Section 4 are identical for all t ∈ C∗. The case t = e−iu relevant for the RSOS models, see (C.12), is special
because the braid operators differ from (3.31). In this case, the functional relations presented in Section 4 are unchanged,
but the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding functions, given in (4.5) and (4.15) for t = 1, is different.
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uu+ λ
= s1(u) λ− u ,
u
λ+ u
= s1(u) λ− u . (3.7b)
3.2 Wenzl-Jones projectors
In this subsection, we define a two-parameter family of projectors, Pm,n, denoting them graphically by
Pm,n = m,n , m, n ∈ Z≥, (3.8)
where (m,n) 6= (0, 0). These projectors are not invariant under reflections nor rotations. The marker
at the bottom-left corner thus serves to indicate the orientation.
First, we introduce a second triangular face operator,
= + q + q−1 . (3.9)
Unlike the one in (3.6), this triangle is not invariant under rotations. We have the following two local
identities:
= [2] = + (3.10)
where the q-numbers are
[k] =
qk − q−k
q − q−1
, k ∈ Z≥, (3.11)
and the wavy loop segment is defined as
= q + q−2 . (3.12)
It satisfies the identity
= qβ + q−2 = [3]. (3.13)
We note that the relations (3.10) and (3.13) are identical to those given by Kuperberg [55] for the sℓ(3)
spiders.
The projectors Pm,0 are defined recursively by
m+1,0 = m,0 −
[m]
[m+ 1]
m,0
m,0
... , 1,0 = , (3.14)
In particular, the P2,0 projector is
2,0 = −
1
[2]
. (3.15)
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These projectors satisfy
m,0 = m,0 = 0 , m,0
n,0 = n,0
m,0 = m,0 , m > n. (3.16)
For n ∈ N, the P 0,n projector is then defined as
P 0,n = n,0 , (3.17)
where the marker in the upper-right corner indicates that P 0,n is obtained from Pn,0 by rotating the
latter by 180 degrees.
The first mixed projector is P 1,1, defined as
1,1 = −
1
[3]
. (3.18)
More generally, following [33], the Pm,n projectors are defined by
m,n =
min(m,n)∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
m
k
] [
n
k
]
[
m+ n+ 1
k
]
m,0 0,n
m,0 0,n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
(3.19)
where [
m
k
]
=
[m]!
[m− k]![k]!
, [m]! =
m∏
k=1
[k]. (3.20)
Some useful identities are
= , m,0 =
[m+ 2]
[m]
m−1,0 , (3.21a)
= [2] , m,0 =
[m+ 1]
[m]
m−1,1 . (3.21b)
3.3 Gauge symmetries
We denote a gauge operator on one site by
= g + . (3.22)
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For g = qk, we denote the corresponding gauge operator by k . With this notation, the wavy loop
segment (3.12) is given by q−2 × 3 . The elementary face operator satisfies
u+π = − u = − u , g = −1. (3.23)
Moreover, we note that the original t-dependent face operator of (2.1) is obtained by applying gauge
operators to the t = 1 specialised operator:
u, 1 = u, t , (3.24)
where the gauge parameters in the left and right gauge operators are respectively set to t and t−1.
We also have the following equality:
−
[m]
[m+ 1]
=
1
[m+ 1]
−mλ
k 1
k
2
k
3
k 4
(3.25)
with k1, k2, k3 and k4 satisfying
k1 + k3 = −m, k2 + k4 = m, k1 + k4 = −1, k2 + k3 = 1. (3.26)
The linear system (3.26) is under-determined and has a one-parameter family of solutions. The left-
hand side of (3.25) appears in the recursive construction (3.14) of the projectors Pm,0. By carefully
tuning the parameters kj , we can then write these projectors as
m,0 =
m−1∏
ℓ=1
1
[ℓ+ 1]ℓ
−(m−1)λ
...
...
−3λ
...
−3λ
−2λ
−2λ
−2λ
−2λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
1
−
m
..
.
m
−
7
m
−
5
m
−
3
m
−
1
=
m−1∏
ℓ=1
1
[ℓ+ 1]ℓ
−(m−1)λ
...
...
−3λ
...
−3λ
−2λ
−2λ
−2λ
−2λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
−λ
m
−
1
...
7
−
m
5
−
m
3
−
m
1
−
m
. (3.27)
3.4 Fused face operators
Fusion is performed in the vertical direction, yielding fused face operators labelled by a pair of non-
negative Dynkin labels (m,n). Each such pair is associated to a node of the sℓ(3) weight lattice, see
Figure 1:
(m,n) ←→ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
. (3.28)
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For (1, 0) and (0, 1), the face operators are given in (2.5). For general (m,n), the fused face operator
is defined as
(m,n)
u =
(m+n−2∏
k=0
1
sk(u)
)
m
,n
m
,n
u0
u1
...
um−1
−um−1
−um
...
−um+n−2
(3.29)
with
uk = u+ kλ. (3.30)
For each pair (m,n), the normalisation removes simple trigonometric factors and ensures that the
weight of each fused face operator is a Laurent polynomial given as a linear combination of eiu, 1 and
e−iu.
3.5 Braid limits
There are four elementary braid operators:
±i∞
(1, 0)
= e∓2i
π−λ
3
(
+
)
+ e±i
π−λ
3
(
+ +
)
, (3.31a)
±i∞
(0, 1)
= e±2i
π−λ
3
(
+
)
+ e∓i
π−λ
3
(
+ +
)
. (3.31b)
These are obtained from the u→ ±i∞ limits of the elementary face operators:
±i∞
(1, 0)
= lim
u→±i∞
e±i
π−λ
3
s0(u)
u
(1, 0)
, ±i∞
(0, 1)
= lim
u→±i∞
e±2i
π−λ
3
s0(u)
u
(0, 1)
. (3.32)
The fused braid operators are likewise defined as
±i∞
(m,n)
= lim
u→±i∞
e±i(m+2n)
π−λ
3
sm+n−1(u)
u
(m,n)
. (3.33)
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4 Fused transfer matrices and functional relations
In this section, we define a family of transfer tangles that are elements of the algebra pAN (α, β). We
derive a set of functional relations satisfied by these tangles. Because the calculations are performed
in the algebra, the corresponding identities hold in all representations of pAN (α, β).
4.1 Transfer tangles
On the cylinder, the two elementary single-row transfer tangles T 1,0(u) and T 0,1(u) are defined as
T 1,0(u) = . . .u u u T 0,1(u) = . . .λ− u λ− u λ− u . (4.1a)
As discussed in Appendix A, both T 1,0(u) and T 0,1(u) are elements of pAN (α, β). Using the Yang-
Baxter equations (3.3) and the local inversion identities (3.4), one can show that these transfer tangles
are in the same commuting family:
[T 1,0(u),T 1,0(v)] = 0, [T 1,0(u),T 0,1(v)] = 0, [T 0,1(u),T 0,1(v)] = 0. (4.2)
From (3.23), the transfer tangles satisfy
T 1,0(u+ π) = (−1)NT 1,0(u), T 0,1(u+ π) = (−1)NT 0,1(u). (4.3)
The braid transfer tangles are defined as
T
1,0
±∞ = ±i∞
(1, 0)
±i∞
(1, 0)
±i∞
(1, 0). . . = lim
u→±i∞
(
e±i
π−λ
3
s0(u)
)N
T 1,0(u), (4.4a)
T
0,1
±∞ = ±i∞
(0, 1)
±i∞
(0, 1)
±i∞
(0, 1). . . = lim
u→±i∞
(
e±2i
π−λ
3
s0(u)
)N
T 0,1(u). (4.4b)
On the standard modules WN,d,v, the braid transfer matrices are proportional to the identity, with
eigenvalues
T
1,0
±∞
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ω e±iθ1 + e±iθ2 + ω−1e±iθ3 , T 0,1∞
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ω e∓iθ3 + e∓iθ2 + ω−1e∓iθ1 , (4.5)
where
θ1 =
π−λ
3 (−a− 2d+ v), θ2 =
π−λ
3 (2a+ d− 2v), θ3 =
π−λ
3 (−a+ d+ v) = −θ1 − θ2. (4.6)
With the convention α = ω + ω−1, this result also holds for d = 0.
4.2 Fused transfer tangles and fusion hierarchies
The fused transfer tangles are defined as
Tm,n(u) = . . .u
(m,n)
u
(m,n)
u
(m,n)
. (4.7)
The corresponding fused braid transfer tangles are given by
T
m,n
±∞ = lim
u→±i∞
(
e±i(m+2n)
pi−λ
3
sm+n−1(u)
)N
Tm,n(u). (4.8)
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We use the notation and initial conditions
T
m,n
k = T
m,n(u+ kλ), T 0,0k = fk−1I, T
m,−1
k = T
−1,n
k = 0, fk =
(
sk(u)
)N
, σ = (−1)N . (4.9)
The fused transfer tangles satisfy a set of functional relations known as the fusion hierarchy. These
relations arise as consequences of the local relations given in Section 3.1 and take the form
T
m,0
0 T
1,0
m = fmT
m−1,1
0 + fm−1T
m+1,0
0 , (4.10a)
T
0,1
0 T
0,n
1 = σ f−1T
1,n−1
1 + f0T
0,n+1
0 , (4.10b)
T
m,0
0 T
0,n
m = fm−1T
m,n
0 + σ T
m−1,0
0 T
0,n−1
m+1 , (4.10c)
as shown in Appendix B.1. Comparing with the rule for the tensor product of an irreducible sℓ(3)
representation with the fundamental (1, 0) representation,
(m,n)⊗ (1, 0) = ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
⊗
= ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m+1
⊕ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
︸︷︷︸
m−1
⊕ ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
= (m+ 1, n)⊕ (m− 1, n+ 1)⊕ (m,n− 1), (4.11)
we note that (4.10a) is consistent with this rule in the case where (m,n) = (m, 0).
The relations (4.10) allow one to express each Tm,n0 as a polynomial in the T
1,0
j and T
0,1
k . As
in [32, Equation (1.33)], these can be put into determinant form, in turn implying further functional
relations obtained by expanding the determinants in terms of minors:
fm+n−2T
m,n
0 = T
m,n−1
0 T
0,1
m+n−1 − σ T
m,n−2
0 T
1,0
m+n−1 + fm+n−1T
m,n−3
0 , (4.12a)
f0T
m,n
0 = T
1,0
0 T
m−1,n
1 − T
0,1
0 T
m−2,n
2 + σf−1T
m−3,n
3 . (4.12b)
With the identifications
T
m,n
0 = −T
−m−2,m+n+1
m+1 = −σ
n+1T
m+n+1,−n−2
0 , (4.13)
the above fusion hierarchy relations hold for arbitrary m,n ∈ Z.
By considering the braid limits of the hierarchy relations in (4.10), we obtain similar relations
satisfied by the fused braid transfer tangles (4.8), namely
T
m,0
±∞T
1,0
±∞ = T
m−1,1
±∞ + T
m+1,0
±∞ , (4.14a)
T
0,1
±∞T
0,n
±∞ = T
1,n−1
±∞ + T
0,n+1
±∞ , (4.14b)
T
m,0
±∞T
0,n
±∞ = T
m,n
±∞ + T
m−1,0
±∞ T
0,n−1
±∞ . (4.14c)
The eigenvalues Tm,n±∞ of the braid transfer matrices onWN,d,v are given by sℓ(3) Chebyshev polynomials
[28]. For the rectangular Young diagrams, we have
T
m,0
±∞ |WN,d,v = Um(ω e
±iθ1 , e±iθ2), T 0,n±∞|WN,d,v = Un(ω
−1e∓iθ1 , e∓iθ2), (4.15)
with
Um(y1, y2) =
ym+21 (y2 − y3) + y
m+2
2 (y3 − y1) + y
m+2
3 (y1 − y2)
(y1 − y2)(y1 − y3)(y2 − y3)
, y1y2y3 = 1. (4.16)
The values for Tm,n±∞ |WN,d,v , m,n 6= 0, are obtained from (4.15) using (4.14c).
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4.3 T -system and Y -system
The T -system relations follow from the fusion hierarchy relations (4.10) and are quadratic relations in
the transfer tangles Tm,0 and T 0,n:
T
m,0
0 T
m,0
1 = fmT
0,m
0 + T
m+1,0
0 T
m−1,0
1 , (4.17a)
T
0,n
0 T
0,n
1 = σ
nf−1T
n,0
1 + T
0,n+1
0 T
0,n−1
1 . (4.17b)
Their proof relies on an induction argument and is given in Appendix B.2. The Y -system is then
derived from the T -system. The “tangles” entering the Y -system are
tm0 =
T
m+1,0
0 T
m−1,0
1
fmT
0,m
0
, t˜
n
0 = σ
nT
0,n+1
0 T
0,n−1
1
f−1T
n,0
1
. (4.18)
Strictly speaking, as defined here, these are not tangles because of the presence of inverses. Similarly,
the Y -system equations we exhibit below are not actually equalities between tangles. We express these
equations in the manner which is most useful for working with particular matrix representations to
extract spectra. Any such given equation can be turned into an equality of tangles by substituting in
the definitions for the t’s, rearranging and removing the inverses by multiplying the left and right sides
by any transfer tangles that appear as inverses.
In terms of the functions tm and t˜
n
, the T -system relations are expressed as
T
m,0
0 T
m,0
1 = fmT
0,m
0 (I + t
m
0 ), (4.19a)
T
0,n
0 T
0,n
1 = σ
nf−1T
n,0
1 (I + t˜
n
0 ). (4.19b)
The Y -system relations then read
tm0 t
m
1 =
(I + tm+10 )(I + t
m−1
1 )
I + (t˜
m
0 )
−1
, t˜
n
0 t˜
n
1 =
(I + t˜
n+1
0 )(I + t˜
n−1
1 )
I + (tn1 )
−1
. (4.20)
Their proof is elementary. For instance, the first relation is proven as follows:
tm0 t
m
1 =
(Tm+1,00 T
m+1,0
1 )(T
m−1,0
1 T
m−1,0
2 )
fmfm+1T
0,m
0 T
0,m
1
=
(fm+1T
0,m+1
0 + T
m+2,0
0 T
m,0
1 )(fmT
0,m−1
1 + T
m,0
1 T
m−2,0
2 )
fmfm+1(σmf−1T
m,0
1 + T
0,m+1
0 T
0,m−1
1 )
=
(
I +
T
m+2,0
0 T
m,0
1
fm+1T
0,m+1
0
)(
I +
T
m,0
1 T
m−2,0
2
fmT
0,m−1
1
)
(
I +
σmf−1T
m,0
1
T
0,m+1
0 T
0,m−1
1
) = (I + tm+10 )(I + tm−11 )I + (t˜m0 )−1 .
The proof of the second relation is similar.
4.4 Closure relations at roots of unity
For λ = λp,p′, we have the following closure relations:
T
p′,0
0 = T
p′−2,1
1 − σ T
p′−3,0
2 + f−1J , (4.21a)
T
0,p′
0 = σ T
1,p′−2
0 − T
0,p′−3
1 + f−1K, (4.21b)
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where the tangles J and K are independent of u:
κJ = T p
′,0
∞ + T
p′−3,0
∞ − T
p′−2,1
∞ , κ = exp
(
iπN
3 (3p
′ − 2p)
)
, (4.22a)
κ˜K = T 0,p
′
∞ + T
0,p′−3
∞ − T
1,p′−2
∞ , κ˜ = exp
(
iπN
3 (3p
′ − p)
)
. (4.22b)
The four terms of the first of the closure relations in (4.21) are identified among the sℓ(3) weights in
Figure 3.
On the standard modules, J and K act as scalar multiples of the identity, with eigenvalues
κJ
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ωp
′
e
ipip
3
(−a−2d+v) + e
ipip
3
(2a+d−2v) + ω−p
′
e
ipip
3
(−a+d+v), (4.23a)
κ˜K
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ωp
′
e
ipip
3
(a−d−v) + e
ipip
3
(−2a−d+2v) + ω−p
′
e
ipip
3
(a+2d−v). (4.23b)
The proof of (4.21) is given in Appendix B.3. There, we also prove the more general closure relations
(B.31) for T p
′+j,k and T k,p
′+j. More generally, for arbitrary m,n, Tm,n is expressed as a linear
combination of tangles in a restricted set, namely the T j,k with 0 6 j, k 6 p′ − 1, see Figure 3. In
many cases, this linear combination is obtained after applying the closure relations multiple times. For
example, applying (B.31) three times, we find
T
p′,p′
0 = T
p′−2,p′−2
2 − σ
p′T
0,0
p′ + σJ T
1,p′−2
0 +KT
p′−2,1
1 + f−1JK. (4.24)
4.5 Closure of the Y -system
Using the closure relations for the fused transfer tangles for λ = λp,p′, one finds closure relations for
the Y -system:
I + tp
′−1
0 =
(
I + σp
′−pJ
T
p′−2,0
1
T
0,p′−1
0
+ σp
′−pK
(T p′−2,01
T
0,p′−1
0
)2
+ σp
(T p′−2,01
T
0,p′−1
0
)3)
(
I − σ
T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−2
0
T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−1
0
)(
I − σ
T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−2
1
T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0
) , (4.25a)
I + t˜
p′−1
0 =
(
I + σp
′+1K
T
0,p′−2
1
T
p′−1,0
1
+ σp
′
J
(T 0,p′−21
T
p′−1,0
1
)2
+ σp+1
(T 0,p′−21
T
p′−1,0
1
)3)
(
I − σ
T
p′−2,0
2 T
0,p′−2
1
T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−1
1
)(
I − σ
T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−2
1
T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0
) . (4.25b)
The proof is given in Appendix B.4. The numerators in (4.25a) and (4.25b) can be factorized by setting
J = σp
′−p(eiΛ1 + eiΛ2 + eiΛ3), K = σp
′
(e−iΛ1 + e−iΛ2 + e−iΛ3). (4.26)
On the standard modules, the eigenvalues of eiΛj have simple expressions:
eiΛ1
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ωp
′
(−1)p(N−v−a), eiΛ2
∣∣
WN,d,v
= (−1)pv, eiΛ3
∣∣
WN,d,v
= ω−p
′
(−1)pa. (4.27)
The relations (4.25) can then be written in factorised form as
I + tp
′−1
0 =
(I + eiΛ1x0)(I + e
iΛ2x0)(I + e
iΛ3x0)
(I + y0)(I + z0)
, (4.28a)
I + t˜
p′−1
0 =
(I + e−iΛ1x˜1)(I + e
−iΛ2x˜1)(I + e
−iΛ3x˜1)
(I + y1)(I + z0)
, (4.28b)
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(0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2)
(1, 0) (1, 1)
(2, 0)
(p′−3, 0)
(p′, 0)
(p′−2, 1)
Figure 3: The restricted set of sℓ(3) weights for λ = λp,p′ contains the nodes in the shaded region. The
lowest row and leftmost diagonal correspond to transfer tangles T−1,n and Tm,−1 that are zero tangles.
The four terms entering the fusion closure relation (4.21a) are circled. The (0, 0) term involving J in
the fusion closure relation is obtained by a translation into the elementary domain. The other two
terms are obtained by reflections across the red “critical” lines.
where
x0 =
T
p′−2,0
1
T
0,p′−1
0
, x˜0 = −
T
0,p′−2
0
T
p′−1,0
0
, y0 = σx0x˜0, z0 = σx0x˜1. (4.29)
Using the relations (4.17) and (4.25), it is straightforward to write down the relations for x0x1 and
x˜0x˜1:
x0x1 =
−σp
′
(I + tp
′−2
1 )(I + y1)(I + z0)(
I + e−iΛ1x˜1
)(
I + e−iΛ2x˜−11
)(
I + e−iΛ3x˜1
) , (4.30a)
x˜0x˜1 =
σp
′−1(I + t˜
p′−2
0 )(I + y0)(I + z0)(
I + eiΛ1x0
)(
I + eiΛ2x−10
)(
I + eiΛ3x0
) , (4.30b)
and likewise for y0y1 and z0z1:
y0y1 =
−σ(I + tp
′−2
1 )(I + t˜
p′−2
0 )(I + y0)(I + y1)(I + z0)
2(
I + eiΛ1x0
)(
I + eiΛ2x−10
)(
I + eiΛ3x0
)(
I + e−iΛ1x˜1
)(
I + e−iΛ2x˜−11
)(
I + e−iΛ3x˜1
) , (4.31a)
z0z1 =
−σ(I + tp
′−2
1 )(I + t˜
p′−2
1 )(I + y1)
2(I + z0)(I + z1)(
I + eiΛ1x1
)(
I + eiΛ2x−11
)(
I + eiΛ3x1
)(
I + e−iΛ1x˜1
)(
I + e−iΛ2x˜−11
)(
I + e−iΛ3x˜1
) . (4.31b)
The resulting closed Y -system is illustrated in Figure 4. It is similar but not identical to the one given
by Saleur and Wehefritz-Kaufmann [24] for the complex su(3) Toda theory.
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t1 t2 · · · tp
′
−3 tp
′
−2
t˜
1
t˜
2 · · · t˜
p′−3
t˜
p′−2
x x x
x˜ x˜ x˜
y z
Figure 4: An artist’s impression of the closed Y -system. Blue and red lines respectively indicate
contributions to the Y -system in the numerator and denominator. Black lines indicate contributions
that appear in the denominator in one direction but in the numerator in the other. The edges tying
y to z, y to itself, and z to itself, are doubled. Each x is tied to all three copies of x˜ via the outer
dashed edges.
5 Conclusion
By now, the CFTs associated with sℓ(2) or A
(1)
1 models, and the conformal spectra in their various
representations, are quite well understood. In contrast, the A
(1)
2 theories, with their underlying
sℓ(3) structures, pose more challenges and their spectra and integrability properties are not so well
understood. In this paper, we have derived functional equations in the form of fusion hierarchies,
T -systems and Y -systems for the periodic A
(1)
2 transfer tangles. For q = e
iλ a root of unity, we
have obtained explicit closure relations for these systems. These functional relations hold in any
representation of the algebra pAN (α, β).
For the A
(1)
2 vertex and loop models, the root of unity cases represent a countable dense set
of points on the continuous critical line. The structure of the closed Y -systems reveals a rich sℓ(3)
structure which is significantly more complicated than the known D-type Dynkin diagram structure of
the sℓ(2) models. Interestingly, the precise structure of our equations strongly resembles the structure
of the related complex su(3) Toda theory [24]. In Appendix C, we argue that the fusion hierarchy
relations, T -system and Y -system equations obtained in Section 4 also apply for the A
(1)
2 RSOS model.
In this case, the closure of the fusion hierarchy is simpler and takes the form of truncation relations,
which are nevertheless compatible with the more general closure relation (4.21).
Our derivations of the functional relations were performed using diagrammatic calculus and apply
directly to tangles in the algebra pAN (α, β). The identities that we used are in fact inspired by similar
identities in Kuperberg’s sℓ(3) spiders. In particular, the relations (3.10) are the analogues of the
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following spider relations:
= [2] , = + . (5.1)
The connection between the representation theory of pAN (α, β) and the sℓ(3) spider algebra still
remains to be understood.
Following the derivation of the functional relations, a natural next step is to convert the universal
Y -systems into TBA equations. In principle, these integral equations can be solved in the continuum
scaling limit for the finite-size corrections and conformal data, including the central charges, conformal
weights and finitized characters. This looks formidable in the general case but should be manageable
at least in some prototypical examples. We plan to pursue this analysis in the near future.
The Y -systems are universal [57] so they must apply to all boundary conditions and all topologies.
It is therefore of interest to obtain the same Y -systems for double-row transfer matrices on the strip
with various integrable boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are expected to be conjugate
to the scaling operators in the theory and will depend on the representation of the A
(1)
2 model under
consideration.
It is expected that there will be similarities but also some subtle differences in the sℓ(3) structures
of the A
(1)
2 and A
(2)
2 models, in particular at roots of unity. The A
(2)
2 vertex model is the Izergin-
Korepin 19-vertex model [25]. But perhaps most importantly, the A
(2)
2 RSOS models include the Ising
model in a magnetic field [9, 30] and the logarithmic A
(2)
2 loop models include site percolation on the
triangular lattice [58]. It would therefore be of much interest to extend the current derivation of the
T - and Y -systems and their closure relations to the A
(2)
2 models.
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A Conservation of vacancies
In this appendix, we show that the transfer tangle T 1,0(u) is an element of pAN (α, β). The proof for
T 0,1(u) uses the same ideas. To start, it is obvious from the definition (4.1a) that T 1,0(u) is an element
of pdTLN (α, β). To prove that T
1,0(u) ∈ pAN (α, β), we show that it preserves the number of vacancies.
It is easy to see that this is true for N = 1. For N > 1, our proof is by induction on N .
Let us make the following remark: An element c ∈ pdTLN (α, β) is vacancy-preserving if and only
if the element c˜ ∈ pdTLN+k(α, β), obtained by adding 2k vacant sites to c in the k rightmost positions
of the top and bottom edges, is vacancy-preserving. In terms of diagrams, this means that
c ∈ pAN (α, β) ←→ ..
.c ∈ pAN+k(α, β), (A.1)
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where the number of horizontal loop segments in the rightmost diagram is equal to the number of loop
segments in c that travel via the back of the cylinder.
For N > 1, we expand the leftmost face operator in T 1,0(u) and obtain seven terms:
T 1,0(u) = s1(−u)
(
. . .u u + . . .u u
)
+ . . .u u (A.2)
+ . . .u u + s0(u)
(
. . .u u + . . .u u + . . .u u
)
.
We denote the corresponding diagrams by b1, . . . , b7 and proceed to show that each one is vacancy-
preserving. The diagrams b1, . . . , b4 can be deformed as follows:
b1 =
u
u
u
b2 =
u
u
u
b3 =
u
u
u
b4 =
u
u
u
. (A.3)
Recalling that u is vacancy-preserving, we see that each diagram in (A.3) is the product of three
elements in pAN (α, β), thus implying that b1, b2, b3, b4 ∈ pAN (α, β). For b5, we use the remark above
and embed the diagram in pdTLN+1(α, β):
b˜5 = . . .u u =
u
u
u
. (A.4)
We readily see that b˜5 is an element of pAN+1(α, β), from which we infer that b5 ∈ pAN (α, β) as well.
The term b6 can be expressed as
b6 = −b1 + . . .u u . (A.5)
We have already seen that b1 ∈ pAN (α, β), while the second term in (A.5) is nothing but the transfer
tangle T 1,0(u) on N−1 nodes. By the induction hypothesis, this also preserves the number of vacancies,
so b6 ∈ pAN (α, β). For b7, we embed the diagram in pAN+2(α, β) and find
b˜7 = . . .u u =
u
u
u
. (A.6)
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We have thus written b˜7 as a product of three tangles. The top one decreases the number of vacancies
by two, the middle one is vacancy-preserving, and the bottom one increases the number of vacancies
by two. Overall, b˜7 is therefore vacancy-preserving, implying that b7 ∈ pAN (α, β). This concludes the
proof that T 1,0(u) ∈ pAN (α, β).
B Proofs of functional relations
B.1 Fusion hierarchy relations
In this subsection, we prove the fusion hierarchy relations (4.10) in the planar algebra. For convenience,
we draw the diagrams smaller than in the rest of the paper and remove some of the information that
can be easily deduced. One property of the fused face operators that is used repeatedly is
..
.
..
.
=
..
.
..
.
. (B.1)
It follows from the recursive definition (3.14) of the projectors and the local relations (3.7b) and (3.16).
To prove (4.10a), we again use the recursive definition of the projectors:
m−1∏
k=0
(
sk(u)
)N
T
m+1,0
0 =
..
.
..
.
..
. =
..
.
..
.
..
. −
[m]
[m+ 1] ..
.
..
.
..
. . (B.2)
The first term is recognised as
∏m−2
k=0
(
sk(u)
)N
T
m,0
0 T
1,0
m . For the second term, we apply the second
relation in (3.7b) N consecutive times and find
..
.
..
.
..
. =
(
sm(u)
)N
..
.
..
.
..
. =
[m+ 1]
[m]
(
sm(u)
)N m−2∏
k=0
(
sk(u)
)N
T
m−1,1
0 .
(B.3)
The second relation in (3.21b) was used at the last step. Simplifying the common trigonometric
functions yields (4.10a).
Similarly, to prove (4.10b), we use a reflected version of (3.14):
m+1,0 = m,0 −
[m]
[m+ 1]
m,0
m,0
... . (B.4)
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This relation is easily seen to hold from the form (3.27) of the projectors. We then find
n−1∏
k=0
(
sk(u)
)N
T
0,n+1
0 =
..
.
..
.
..
.
= .
.. ..
.
..
.
−
[m]
[m+ 1]
..
.
..
.
..
.
. (B.5)
The first term is
∏n−2
k=1
(
sk(u)
)N
T
0,1
0 T
0,n
1 . For the second term, we apply the same idea as for (B.3):
..
.
..
.
..
.
=
(
s1(−u)
)N ... ... ... = [m+ 1]
[m]
σ
(
s−1(u)
)N n−2∏
k=1
(
sk(u)
)N
T
1,n−1
1 .
(B.6)
The relation (4.10b) follows by simplifying the common factors.
To prove (4.10c), we use the explicit form (3.19) of the projector Pm,n and write
m+n−2∏
ℓ=0
(
sℓ(u)
)N
T
m,n
0 =
min(m,n)∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
m
k
] [
n
k
]
[
m+ n+ 1
k
] τ k (B.7)
where
τ k =
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
u0
u1
um−1
−um−1
. (B.8)
The integer k counts the number of arcs. For k = 0, we have
τ 0 =
m−2∏
ℓ=0
(
sℓ(u)
)N m+n−2∏
ℓ=m
(
sℓ(u)
)N
T
m,0
0 T
0,n
m . (B.9)
For k > 1, the smallest arc on the right-hand side is pushed through using the second relation in (3.7a):
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τ k =
(
s1(um−1)s1(−um−1)
)N
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
k > 1. (B.10)
This diagram can be simplified further. To this end, we note that (3.14) and (B.4) imply that
m,0 0,n =
[m+ n+ 1]
[m][n]
m−1,0 0,n−1 +
[m− 1][n − 1]
[m][n]
m−1,0 0,n−1
m−1,0 0,n−1
. (B.11)
If there are k wavy arcs with k > 1, we then use (B.11) iteratively to obtain
m,0 0,n =
[m+ n+ 2− k][k]
[m][n]
m−1,0 0,n−1
+
[m− k][n − k]
[m][n]
m−1,0 0,n−1
m−k,0 0,n−k
. (B.12)
Rotating this by 90 degrees and inserting it in (B.10), we find
τ k = σ
(
sm(u)sm−2(u)
)N( [m+ n+ 2− k][k]
[m][n]
W k−1 +
[m− k][n− k]
[m][n]
W k
)
, 1 6 k 6 min(m,n),
(B.13)
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where
W k =
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
u0
u1
um−2
−um
(B.14)
with k again counting the arcs. Inserting this into the sum in (B.7), we find that most of the terms
cancel pairwise:
min(m,n)∑
k=0
(−1)k
[
m
k
] [
n
k
]
[
m+ n+ 1
k
]τ k = τ 0 − σ(sm(u)sm−2(u))NW 0. (B.15)
The tangle W 0 is proportional to T
m−1,0
k T
0,n−1
m+1 . It follows that
m+n−2∏
ℓ=0
(
sℓ(u)
)N
T
m,n
0 =
m−2∏
ℓ=0
(
sℓ(u)
)N m+n−2∏
ℓ=m
(
sℓ(u)
)N
T
m,0
k T
0,n
m
− σ
(
sm(u)sm−2(u)
)N m−3∏
ℓ=0
(
sℓ(u)
)N m+n−2∏
ℓ=m+1
(
sℓ(u)
)N
T
m−1,0
k T
0,n−1
m+1 , (B.16)
which simplifies to (4.10c) after removal of common factors.
B.2 T -system relations
The goal of this subsection is to prove the relations (4.17). In fact, they merely correspond to the k = 0
specialisations of the relations in the following proposition.
Proposition B.1 For m,k ∈ Z, we have
T
m,0
0 T
m−k,0
k+1 = fmT
k,m−k
0 + T
m+1,0
0 T
m−1−k,0
k+1 , (B.17a)
T
0,n
0 T
0,n+k
1 = σ
nf−1T
n,k
1 + T
0,n+1+k
0 T
0,n−1
1 . (B.17b)
Proof. We demonstrate (B.17a); the proof of (B.17b) follows similar arguments. We first note that
by virtue of (4.9) and (4.13), (B.17a) holds trivially for m = −1,−2,−3 and k ∈ Z. Let us fix m > 0.
The proof of (B.17a) for this m is inductive, and requires that the relation holds for m− 1,m− 2 and
m− 3. We have
f0T
m,0
0 T
m−k,0
k+1
(4.12b)
= (T 1,00 T
m−1,0
1 − T
0,1
0 T
m−2,0
2 + σf−1T
m−3,0
3 )T
m−k,0
k+1
= T 1,00 (T
m−1,0
0 T
m−1−(k−1),0
(k−1)+1 )1 − T
0,1
0 (T
m−2,0
0 T
m−2−(k−2),0
(k−2)+1 )2 + σf−1(T
m−3,0
0 )T
m−3−(k−3),0
(k−3)+1 )3 (B.18)
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where a parenthesis with a subscript indicates that its entire content is shifted accordingly. At this
step, we use the induction hypothesis for m− 1, m− 2 and m− 3:
f0T
m,0
0 T
m−k,0
k+1 = T
1,0
0 (fmT
k−1,m−k
1 + T
m,0
1 T
m−1−k,0
k+1 )− T
0,1
0 (fmT
k−2,m−k
2 + T
m−1,0
2 T
m−1−k,0
k+1 )
+ σf−1(fmT
k−3,m−k
3 + T
m−2,0
3 T
m−1−k,0
k+1 )
= fm(T
1,0
0 T
k−1,m−k
1 − T
0,1
0 T
k−2,m−k
2 + σf−1T
k−3,m−k
3 )
+ (T 1,00 T
m,0
1 − T
0,1
0 T
m−1,0
2 + T
m−2,0
3 )T
m−1−k,0
k+1
(4.12b)
= f0(T
k,m−k
1 + T
m+1,0
1 T
m−1−k,0
k+1 ), (B.19)
thus completing the proof for m > 0. The proof for m < −3 uses a similar inductive argument.
B.3 Closure of the fusion hierarchy
Proposition B.2 At λ = λp,p′, we have the following closure relations:
T
p′,0
0 = T
p′−2,1
1 − σ T
p′−3,0
2 + f−1J , (B.20a)
T
0,p′
0 = σ T
1,p′−2
0 − T
0,p′−3
1 + f−1K, (B.20b)
where J and K are given by (4.22a).
Proof. We consider the transfer tangles with inhomogeneity parameters ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN , namely
Tm,n(u) = . . .u+ ξ1
(m,n)
u+ ξ2
(m,n)
u+ ξN
(m,n)
. (B.21)
These transfer tangles satisfy the fusion hierarchy relations (4.10) and (4.12) with the function fk
modified to
fk =
N∏
j=1
sk(u+ ξ
j). (B.22)
We now specialize the spectral parameter to u = λ − ξj for some j, so that f−1 = 0. Under this
specialisation, from (4.12b), we have
f0T
p′,0
0 = T
1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 − T
0,1
0 T
p′−2,0
2 . (B.23)
Using the relations
T
m,n
p′+k = ν T
m,n
p′ , fp′+k = νfk, ν = (−1)
(p′−p)N , (B.24)
we find
T
1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 = ν T
p′−1,0
1 T
1,0
p′
(4.10a)
= ν (fp′T
p′−2,1
1 + fp′−1T
p,0
1 ) = f0T
p′−2,1
1 . (B.25)
Similarly,
T
0,1
0 T
p′−2,0
2 = ν T
p′−2,0
2 T
0,1
p′
(4.10c)
= ν (fp′−1T
p′−2,1
2 + σT
p′−3,0
2 T
0,0
p′+1) = σf0T
p′−3,0
2 . (B.26)
As a result, we have the equality
T
p′,0
0 = T
p′−2,1
1 − σ T
p′−3,0
2 (B.27)
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which holds at u = λ− ξj, j = 1, . . . , N . From the periodicity property Tm,n(u+ π) = (−1)NTm,n(u),
the equality (B.27) also holds at u = λ− ξj + π.
As a function of u, T p
′,0 is a Laurent polynomial in eiu with minimal and maximal powers ±N .
To prove (B.20a), we must show that it holds at 2N +1 points. The previous argument shows that the
equality holds at 2N points. The last point is at i∞. The tangle J is obtained from the braid limit
of (B.20a), so (B.20a) automatically holds in this limit, completing the proof of (B.20a). The proof of
(B.20b) uses similar arguments.
Proposition B.3 At λ = λp,p′, we have the additional closure relations:
T
p′,k
0 = T
p′−2,k+1
1 − σ
k+1T
p′−k−3,0
k+2 + J T
0,k
0 , (B.28a)
T
k,p′
0 = σ T
k+1,p′−2
0 − σ
kT
0,p′−k−3
k+1 +KT
k,0
0 . (B.28b)
Proof. Equation (B.28a) holds trivially for k = −1. By Proposition B.2, it also holds for k = 0. For
k = 1, we have
f−1T
p′,1
0
(4.10c)
= T p
′,0
0 T
0,1
0 − σ T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,0
1
(B.20a)
= (T p
′−2,1
1 − σ T
p′−3,0
2 + f−1J)T
0,1
0 − σf0T
p′−1,0
0
(4.12b)
= (T p
′−2,1
1 − σ T
p′−3,0
2 + f−1J)T
0,1
0 − σ(T
1,0
0 T
p′−2,0
1 − T
0,1
0 T
p′−3,0
2 + σ f−1T
p′−4,0
3 )
(4.12a)
= f−1(T
p′−2,2
1 − T
p′−4,0
3 + J T
0,1
0 ) (B.29)
which is the desired result. The cases k > 1 follow by induction:
fk−2T
p′,k
0
(4.12a)
= T p
′,k−1,0
0 T
0,1
k−1 − σ T
p′,k−2
0 T
1,0
k−1 + fk−1T
p′,k−3
0
(B.28b)
= (T p
′−2,k
1 T
0,1
k−1 − σ T
p′−2,k−1
1 T
1,0
k−1 + fk−1T
p′−2,k−2
1 )
− σk(T 0,1k−1T
p′−k−2,0
k+1 − T
1,0
k−1T
p′−k−1,0
k + fk−1T
p′−k,0
k−1 )
+ J(T 0,k−10 T
0,1
k−1 − σ T
0,k−2
0 T
1,0
k−1 + fk−1T
0,k−3
0 )
(4.12)
= fk−2(T
p′−2,k+1
1 − σ
k+1T
p′−k−3,0
k+2 + J T
0,k
0 ). (B.30)
This completes the proof of (B.28a). The proof of (B.28b) uses similar arguments.
Using the fusion hierarchy relations (4.10) and (4.12), we have also obtained closure relations in
the cases where m and n are greater than p′:
T
p′+j,k
0 = T
p′−j−2,j+k+1
j+1 − σ
k+1T
p′−j−k−3,j
j+k+2 + J T
j,k
0 , (B.31a)
T
k,p′+j
0 = σ
j+1T
j+k+1,p′−j−2
0 − σ
j+kT
j,p′−j−k−3
k+1 +KT
k,j
0 . (B.31b)
These hold for arbitrary j, k, and the proof is again by induction. For j = −1, in particular, these
relations are trivial; for instance, (B.31a) reads T p
′−1,k
0 = T
p′−1,k
0 . We believe that the closure relations
(B.28) are minimal, in the sense that there are no alternate closure relations for Tm,n0 with m,n < p
′.
B.4 Closure of the Y -system
In this subsection, we prove the closure relations for the Y -system at roots of unity. We have the
following proposition.
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Proposition B.4 For λ = λp,p′, the fused transfer tangles satisfy the following identities:(
T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−1
0 − σ T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−2
0
)(
T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 − σ T
p′−2,1
1 T
0,p′−2
1
)
= (B.32a)
fp′−1
(
(T 0,p
′−1
0 )
3 + σp
′−pJ(T 0,p
′−1
0 )
2T
p′−2,0
1 + σ
p′−pKT
0,p′−1
0 (T
p′−2,0
1 )
2 + σp(T p
′−2,0
1 )
3
)
,(
T
p′−1,1
1 T
0,p′−1
1 − σ T
p′−2,0
2 T
0,p′−2
1
)(
T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 − σ T
p′−2,1
1 T
0,p′−2
1
)
= (B.32b)
σp
′−1f−1
(
(T p
′−1,0
1 )
3 + σp
′+1K(T p
′−1,0
1 )
2T
0,p′−2
1 + σ
p′J T
p′−1,0
1 (T
0,p′−2
1 )
2 + σp+1(T 0,p
′−2
1 )
3
)
.
Proof. We demonstrate (B.32a); the proof of (B.32b) uses similar arguments. First, we recall that
fp′+k = σ
p′−pfk, T
m,n
p′+k = σ
p′−p T
m,n
k . (B.33)
We then compute the term T p
′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 (T
0,p′−1
0 )
2 from the left-hand side of (B.32a):
(T p
′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 )(T
0,p′−1
0 )
2 (4.17a)= (fp′−1T
0,p′−1 + T p
′,0
0 T
p′−2,0
1 )(T
0,p′−1
0 )
2
(B.33)
= fp′−1(T
0,p′−1
0 )
3 + σp
′−pT
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 (T
p′,0
0 T
0,p′−1
p′ ) (B.34)
(4.10c)
= fp′−1(T
0,p′−1
0 )
3 + σp
′−pT
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 (fp′−1T
p′,p′−1
0 + σ T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−2
p′+1 ).
The last term is σ T p
′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−2
1 and is recognised as one of the contributions to the
left-hand side of (B.32a). For the second term, we use the first closure relation (B.28a) and obtain
(T p
′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 )(T
0,p′−1
0 )
2 − σ T p
′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−2
1
= fp′−1(T
0,p′−1
0 )
3 + σp
′−pfp′−1T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 (T
p′−2,p′
1 − σ
p′T
−2,0
p′+1 + J T
0,p′−1
0 ). (B.35)
We know by virtue of (4.13) that T−2,0p′+1 = 0. We apply the second closure relation (B.28b) to T
p′−2,p′
1
and find
(T p
′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 )(T
0,p′−1
0 )
2 − σ T p
′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,0
0 T
0,p′−2
1 = σ
p′−p+1fp′−1T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,p′−2
1
+ fp′−1
(
(T 0,p
′−1
0 )
3 + σp
′−pJ(T 0,p
′−1
0 )
2T
p′−2,0
1 + σ
p′−pKT
0,p′−1
0 (T
p′−2,0
1 )
2
)
. (B.36)
The last three terms appear on the right-hand side of (B.32a). The first term is rewritten as follows:
σp
′−p+1fp′−1T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,p′−2
1
(4.10c)
= σp
′−p+1T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 (T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−2
p′ − σ T
p′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−3
p′+1 )
= σ T p
′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−2
0 − (T
p′−2,0
1 )
2(T 0,p
′−1
0 T
0,p′−3
1 )
(4.17a)
= σ T p
′−2,0
1 T
0,p′−1
0 T
p′−1,0
1 T
0,p′−2
0 − (T
p′−2,0
1 )
2(T 0,p
′−2
0 T
0,p′−2
1 − σ
p′f−1T
p′−2,0
1 ). (B.37)
The third term equals fp′−1σ
p(T p
′−2,0
1 )
3 and is the last remaining contribution to the right-hand side
of (B.32a). The first two terms contribute to its left-hand side. Putting all the terms together yields
(B.32a).
It is not hard to see that the relations (B.32) are equivalent to the relations (4.25) given in
Section 4.5. For example for (B.32a), we factorise T p
′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1 from the left-hand side, fp′−1(T
0,p′−1
0 )
3
from both sides and, recalling that
T
p′−1,0
0 T
p′−1,0
1
fp′−1T
0,p′−1
0
= (I + tp
′−1
0 ), (B.38)
we readily obtain (4.25a).
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C The A
(1)
2 RSOS models
C.1 Definition of the A
(1)
2 RSOS models
An A
(1)
2 RSOS model is a member of a family of Interaction-Round-A-Face models on the square lattice,
where the degrees of freedom are “heights” attached to the sites. Each model is defined by a choice
of a root of unity q = eiλ corresponding to λ = λp,p′ with p
′ > 5. In this subsection, we follow the
presentation of [34]. The height variables are two-dimensional vectors that live on the following finite
part of the sℓ(3) weight lattice:
L =
{
κ1ω1 + κ2ω2 | κ1, κ2 ∈ N, κ1 + κ2 6 p
′ − 3
}
. (C.1)
Here, ω1 and ω2 are the fundamental sℓ(3) weights satisfying
ω1 · ω1 = ω2 · ω2 =
2
3 , ω1 · ω2 =
1
3 , (C.2)
where the dot product is the usual Euclidean inner product on R2. Thus, L is a finite graph in the
form of an equilateral triangle of side length p′ − 3, as shown in Figure 1. The edges of this graph are
oriented along the three vectors
h1 = ω1, h2 = ω2 − ω1, h3 = −ω2. (C.3)
In Figure 1, these vectors are oriented as follows:
b
b
b
∅
h1 h2
h3
.
The local Boltzmann weights of this model are assigned to each face of the lattice according to
the heights a, b, c,d ∈ L of the four corners of the face,
u
a b
d c
. (C.4)
These heights are constrained to be neighbours in the oriented sℓ(3) graph, meaning that the states
hκ = b− a, hµ = d− a, hν = c− d, hσ = c− b (C.5)
satisfy hκ,hµ,hν ,hσ ∈ {h1,h2,h3}. The Boltzmann weights take the form
W
(
a a+ hµ
a+ hµ a+ 2hµ
∣∣∣∣u
)
=
sin(λ− u)
sinλ
(C.6a)
W
(
a a+ hµ
a+ hµ a+ hµ + hν
∣∣∣∣u
)
=
sin(λaµν + u)
sin(λaµν)
(µ 6= ν) (C.6b)
W
(
a a+ hν
a+ hµ a+ hµ + hν
∣∣∣∣u
)
=
sinu sin
(
λ(aµν + 1)
)
sinλ sin(λaµν)
(µ 6= ν) (C.6c)
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where aµν = (a+ ρ) · (hµ − hν) and ρ = ω1 + ω2. This can be expressed compactly as
W
(
a b
d c
∣∣∣∣u
)
=
sin(λ− u)
sinλ
δb,d +
sinu
sinλ
U
(
a b
d c
∣∣∣∣u
)
(C.7)
with
U
(
a a+ hν
a+ hµ a+ hµ + hν
∣∣∣∣ u
)
= (1− δµν)
sin
(
λ(aµν + 1)
)
sin(λaµν)
. (C.8)
One can considerW and U as operators acting on words of the form w = a0a1 . . .aN where ai ∈ L
and (ai+1 − ai) ∈ {h1,h2,h3}. A subscript j on Wj or Uj indicates that the operator W or U acts
non-trivially on the segment aj−1ajaj+1 of w. Mimicking, for the sℓ(3) case, the construction of Dyck
paths for sℓ(2), we depict the word w using a path of length N where each step either goes up, goes
down or remains at the same height, corresponding to h1, h2 and h3, respectively. For instance, the
possible words of length three with a as the first letter are given by
a b
b
b
a b
b b
a b
b
b a b b
b
a b b b a b b
b
a b
b
b a b
b b
a b
b
b
, (C.9)
although some of them may not be allowed for a given a and level p′.
Importantly, if a word w is such that the segment aj−1ajaj+1 is allowed, namely it satisfies
aj−1,aj ,aj+1 ∈ L and (aj − aj−1), (aj+1−aj) ∈ {h1,h2,h3}, then all non-zero contributions in Wjw
and Ujw are along allowed states. Restricted to words where the letter in position j − 1 is a, the
operator Uj has the following matrix representation:
Uj =


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Sa13 0 S
a
13 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Sa12 0 0 0 S
a
12 0 0
0 Sa31 0 S
a
31 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Sa32 0 S
a
32 0
0 0 Sa21 0 0 0 S
a
21 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Sa23 0 S
a
23 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, Saµν =
sin[λ(aµν + 1)]
sin[λaµν ]
, (C.10)
where the ordered basis is (C.9), and we have supposed that all nine basis states are allowed. If some
states are disallowed, then the matrix (C.10) is truncated; the corresponding columns and rows are
simply not present. One readily checks that the operators Uj satisfy the sℓ(3) Hecke relations:
(Uj)
2 = 2cos λ Uj , UjUj+1Uj − Uj = Uj+1UjUj+1 − Uj+1, (C.11a)
UjUk = UkUj
(
|j − k| > 1
)
, (Uj−1 − Uj+1UjUj−1 + Uj)(UjUj+1Uj − Uj) = 0. (C.11b)
The face operator of the A
(1)
2 loop model can similarly be written in terms of the Hecke generators
if the gauge parameter t is set to the value t = e−iu. Indeed, in this case, from (2.1) one has
u =
sin(λ− u)
sinλ
I+
sinu
sinλ
U, (C.12)
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where
I = + + + , (C.13a)
U = eiλ + e−iλ + + + . (C.13b)
One readily verifies that the operators Uj, where j indicates action at position j, satisfy the sℓ(3) Hecke
relations (C.11).
C.2 Representations of diagrammatic algebras
A natural question for this model is the following: Is there a representation of the algebra pAN (α, β)
defined on the RSOS vector space? For the A
(1)
2 RSOS models defined on the geometry of a strip, we
believe that there exist representations of the algebra AN (β) that underlie these models. For N = 2,
in the ordered basis (C.9), the elementary tiles are represented by the following matrices:
ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 y0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 z0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (C.14)
ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −y0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −z0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , ρ
( )
=


1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

 , (C.15)
ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 y1 0 y2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 Sa31 0 −y1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −z1 0 Sa32 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 z2 0 z1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 (Sa31)
−1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 (Sa32)
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (C.16)
ρ
( )
=


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Sa12 0 0 0 S
a
12 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Sa21 0 0 0 S
a
21 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 , (C.17)
where the functions yi and zj are given by
y0 = 1−
e−iλ
Sa3,1
, y1 = −y0S
a
3,1, y2 = y0y1, (C.18a)
z0 = 1−
e−iλ
Sa3,2
, z1 = −z0S
a
3,2, z2 = z0z1. (C.18b)
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In contrast, for periodic boundary conditions, we do not expect the RSOS models to give
representations of pAN (α, β). Instead, we expect a description of the RSOS models in terms of
representations of pAN (α, β) that mirrors the similar situation for the A
(1)
1 RSOS models and the
periodic Temperley-Lieb algebra. In the A
(1)
1 case, the matrix representatives of the generators ej
realise a direct sum of representations corresponding to copies of the periodic Temperley-Lieb algebras,
each assigned a different value of the fugacity α of the non-contractible loops [59]. For fixed λ = λp,p′,
the number of direct summands is finite and the values of α depend on p and p′.
C.3 RSOS functional relations
Because we do not have a construction of a representation of pAN (α, β) in the RSOS model, we cannot
immediately conclude that the functional relations found in Section 4 hold for this model. Instead, we
proceed by comparing our results with the functional relations given in [29]. In this paper, the authors
construct, for the A
(1)
n−1 RSOS models, the fused transfer matrices and the functions of the Y -system
corresponding to rectangular Young diagrams of size b × q. Their transfer matrices are denoted by
T (b,q)(u), with b = 0, 1, . . . , n and q ∈ N. For n = 3, these transfer matrices satisfy the same T -systems
as those given in (4.19). The explicit dictionary between the two notations is as follows:
T 0,0(u) = T (0,m)(−u−mλ) = σmT (3,m)(−u), Tm,0(u) = T (1,m)(−u), T 0,m(u) = T (2,m)(−u).
(C.19)
The T -system allows one to reconstruct each Tm,0(u) and T 0,n(u) as a polynomial in T 1,0(u) and
T 0,1(u). One can then construct all the other fused transfer matrices from the functional relations
(4.10).
The closure relation obtained in [29] for the RSOS model is simpler than (4.21). It takes the form
of truncation relations:
T p
′−2,0(u) = T 0,p
′−2(u) = 0. (C.20)
From (4.17), it readily follows that T p
′−1,0(u) = T 0,p
′−1(u) = 0 as well. In fact, using (B.17a), we find
that
Tm,n(u) = 0 for m+ n = p′ − 2. (C.21)
All the matrices corresponding to pairs (m,n) lying on the critical lines (drawn in red in Figure 3) are
identically zero in the RSOS models.
We now argue that these truncation relations are compatible with the closure relations (4.21). In
fact, the RSOS transfer matrices that appear in these closure relations all have a simple dependence
on u. Indeed, by specializing (B.17a) to m = p′ − 1 and k = p′ − 2, we obtain the relation
f−2T
p′,0
0 = −f−1T
p′−2,1
0 . (C.22)
Because T p
′,0
0 and T
p′−2,1
0 are centred Laurent polynomials of degree width 2N , we deduce that
T
p′,0
0 = f−1A, T
p′−2,1
0 = −f−2A, (C.23)
where A is independent of u. Likewise, using (B.17b), we find T 0,p
′
0 = f−1A˜ and T
1,p′−2
0 = −σf−1A˜,
with A˜ independent of u.
We apply a similar idea to determine T p
′−3,0
1 . From (B.17), we thus find the relations
T
0,p′−3
0 T
0,p′−3
0 = σ
p′−3f−1T
p′−3,0
1 , T
p′−3,0
0 T
p′−3,0
1 = fp′−3T
0,p′−3
0 . (C.24)
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Combining these relations yields
T
p′−3,0
0 T
p′−3,0
1 T
p′−3,0
2 = σ
p′−3f−3f−2f−1I, T
0,p′−3
−1 T
0,p′−3
0 T
0,p′−3
1 = σ
p′−pf−3f−2f−1I, (C.25)
from which we infer that T p
′−3,0
0 = σ
p′−1f−3B and T
0,p′−3
0 = σ
p′−pf−2B˜ with B
3 = B˜
3
= I. The
closure relations (4.21) then apply to the RSOS model, with
J = 2A+ σp
′
B, K = 2A˜+ σp
′−pB˜. (C.26)
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